How to get to BLACK HOLE BIKE FESTIVAL and BLACK HOLE ENDURO?
It is actually quite easy!
We are located on border between Austria and Slovenia.
Between Austrian town Bleiburg and Slovenian town Prevalje.
Two day race is divided into two locations.
First day location in Austria (Petzen Bergbahnen ski resort, near Bleiburg)
Second day in Slovenia (Jamnica area, near town Prevalje).
Black Hole Enduro 1st race-day starts on Petzen ski resort (Petzen Bergbahnen) on Saturday
29th/July. Address of Petzen is: Petzen Bergbahnen GmbH, Unterort 52, 9143 St. Michael ob
Bleiburg, AUT
2nd race-day of BH Enduro is held in Jamnica area in Slovenia on 30th/July 2017. Address of
localiton: EkoHotel Koroš, Jamnica 10, 2391 Prevalje, Slovenia
To connect Petzen and Jamnica: From Petzen or Bleiburg head towards border pass Holmec,
continue towards Poljana (before town Prevalje) where start to climb to Jamnica area. Detailed map
bellow.
If you are coming from northern side (Austrian side), just follow A2 highway (autobahn) towards
Griffen exit point, exit at Griffen from there follow the road towards Gruden and than Bleiburg, later
to Petzen or Jamnica.
Direction from Villach (A2 to Griffen)

Direciton from Vienna (Wien), Graz:

From ITALY:
From Udine (Italy) probably best to travel on highway towards Villach and what is described above.
From Trieste (ITA) area and costal Primorska region is probably best to travel towards Ljubljana
(below).

If you are coming from southern side we will describe 3 options.
From Ljubljana closest to Petzen is over Jezersko mountain pass, towards Eisenkappel and later
Bleiburg

Or another way from Ljublajna to Jamnica: highway towards Trojane, Velenje, Slovenj Gradec,
Prevalje (Jamnica), Holmec border pass and Petzen ski resort:

From Maribor area and Zagreb city:

Couple of other direcitons:
Triglav National park area:
travel towards Tarvisio (Trbiž, ITA) and than Villach (Beljak, AUT), to get to Petzen (Peca)
Novo Mesto area:
Travel towards Ljubljana and than over Jezersko pass to Petzen or highway to Trojane, Velenje,
Koroška region to Jamnica or Petzen (Peca)
Munich – Salzburg – Spittal am Drau – Villach – Klagenfurt – Petzen (only 4,5 hour drive)
From Hungary travel first either towards Graz or towards Maribor
Slovakia and Czech Republik probably best to travel towards Wienna

DETAILS map between Petzen (day 1) and Jamnica (day 2) –25km distance (30mins drive):

If coming in by TRAIN, you need to come to Bleiburg Bahnhof, 9150 Bleiburg, AUT (closest to Petzen).
Further away but in Bleiburg town center is Bleiburg Stadt Bahnhof.

If you are FLYING, closest airports areKlagenfurt airport, Ljubljana airport and Graz airport.
Vienna aiport is 3,5 hours drive away, and Munich airport is 4,5 hours away.

We do not recommend to try to come in by ship, since July is usualy not so good with local water
levels.

Hope this text is helpfull and we wish you a safe journey to Black Hole Bike Festival.
Black Hole Bike Festival welcomes YOU!

Additional info can be provided over blackhole-bikefest@gmail.com
or facebook: https://www.facebook.com/blackholebikefest
or mobile: +38640833738 Anej Štrucl, +38670929950 Kalchy, +38631212282 Jani Hercog

